Cal Poly Humboldt Class A RV

Cal Poly Humboldt is seeking quotes for a new Type A Recreational Vehicle ready for promotional vinyl wrap.

Open 2/27/2023 12:00 AM PST
Close 7/30/2023 12:00 AM PDT
Type Request for Quote
Number HSU-RFQ-00000387-2023
Currency US Dollar

Payment Terms 0% 0, Net 45

Contacts
Cisco Haggerty
fxh1@humboldt.edu
Phone +1 707-826-5746

Commodity Codes
None Added
Cal Poly Humboldt is soliciting quotes for a Recreational Vehicle. Type-A Gas 28-34 feet, with as open a floor plan as possible. This vehicle will primarily be used as a promotional hosting center at alumni and sporting events, not for live-in travel. Looking for a unit with maximum seating/meeting and minimum bedroom/bathroom sq/ft. Prefer minimal graphics to facilitate custom vinyl. Seller will be responsible for processing DMV paperwork for CA government exempt plates. Preferred features include; multiple seating areas, extra large attached awning, indoor and outdoor TV. large pop-out, easy access large storage for tables and chairs, exterior electrical and propane outlets, solar equipped or compatible. Extended and roadside service options are also sought in conjunction with this.

Samples of desired RV models:

- Winnebago Vista NPF
- Winnebago Vista 29V or 31B
- Winnebago Sunstar NPF
- Winnebago Sunstar 29V or 31B